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Dear Members, 
 
This last quarter was a very good quarter; A lot has been accomplished with the help of many of our members. 
Discoveries have been made, help has been provided, answers to the queries have contributed to the happiness of 
many. This once more proves that if we work all together, we not only help others, but are all helped ourselves also. 
 
Little by little, I am preparing a new index of names found in the pedigree charts of our members. This is a job that 
will take us a long time. We will try to have it ready by Eastern 1991, if all goes well. Our secretary, Patricia 
WINTERS, is in John Day Oregon, at about 150 miles from La Grande. Our treasurer, Marlene BELLAVIA, moved 
temporarily to West Lafayette Indiana, to be with her husband who works on his doctorate at the University of 
Purdue. Our Vice-President, Micheline Gaudette is in Holyoke Massachussetts. But with all of them we are in 
permanent contact. 
 
Our documentation library is growing slowly. Letters, documents (or photocopies thereof) are always welcome, as 
well as books, about genealogy, family histories, and others. I am sure that many of you have some documents, 
books, letters, photos that you don’t use anymore, in old boxes, on the attic, in the basement or the garage. Please 
check them out and mail them to us. They will be greatly appreciated, as they will be protected, classified, and serve 
as reference material that can be of use by everyone. 

 
As the year is coming to an end fast, we again have to remind you that the time has come for membership renewal. 
And here, although I can not put the blame on Saddam Hussein, I have to tell you that with the increase in the price 
of paper, printing, and the postal services which are expected shortly after the new year, we have to raise the 
membership dues from $10.00 to $12.00 for the US and Canada (in US funds). For Belgium, France, The 
Netherlands and Germany, to $14.00 plus an additional $4,00 if you want your Belgian Laces delivered per airmail. 

 
Please don’t let your renewal get lost in the Holiday Hectics, send us your remittance today! Thank You! 
 
For your Christmas and New Year giving, may we suggest that you think of offering your friends, neighbors or 
relatives a membership in The Belgian Researchers. Belgian Laces represents a valuable but inexpensive gift and 
you don’t have to brave the weather nor the traffic to get it. Each quarter of the year, your recipients will read their 
Belgian Laces with pleasure, and remember you for your thoughtfulness. We all know someone who would enjoy a 
subscription to Belgian Laces besides friends, neighbors and relatives. We may have family in other cities or other 
states, even your local Public Library, Belgian Clubs and local Genealogical Societies. After all, part of the joy and 
success of genealogy is the sharing of information. The more we are, the more information we receive, the more we 
will be able to help each other in our researches. 

 
As a treat to all our members, The Belgian Researchers paid a subscription to “FORUM”, the Quarterly magazine of 
the “Federation of Genealogical Societies”, for the years 1990 - 1991. We would appreciate hearing from you 
whether you received their last edition for Fall 1990. I hope you enjoyed it. 
 
This is the last issue of Belgian Laces for 1990. I want to thank and congratulate everyone of you for a successful 
year. We shared, learned and... made discoveries together. All of these gives us the incentive to continue under the 
motto we have chosen: UNITED WE ARE STRONG. ( L’Union Fait La Force, Eendracht Maakt Macht). 
The next newsletter will be published by the 15th of February 1991. We hope to receive some first reports about the 
activities of the individual BAHA’s around the nation by the end of January. They will then be included in the first 
issue of the new year. 
Remember:  our newsletter can only be as interesting as YOU make it. 
 
My wife Leen joins me in wishing you each and everyone a very happy Holiday Season. Keep up the good work, in 
Good Health and in Good Spirit!  
MERRY CHRISTMAS AND HAPPY NEW YEAR 
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“Hello, Dear…  What did the genealogist say? 
“Hm!  Hm!  Look at me! … And don’t delay your subscription for 1991!” 
(sent by Howard Thomas)
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THE MAN FROM HERBEUMONT 
Part I. by MICHELINE GAUDETTE 
 
 

Herbeumont, a small village surrounded by forest, is nestled in the Ardenne region of Belgium. Its inhabitants 
have since the 13th century earned a living by excavating the many slate quarries found on their territory. This was 
harsh seasonal work that occupied the population from November to February, leaving the rest of the year open for 
farming. Around 1830, Daniel PIERLOT from Bertrix, bought most of the quarries from their owners, and was able 
to greatly increase the output of the small entreprises that were already producing before that time over 3,000,000 
slate shingles per year. As the slate industry grew, so did Nerbeumont’s population, which in 1830 was of 951 
inhabitants, and of 1165 inhabitants by 1850. After that date and up to 1862, there were variations in the number of 
people living in Herbeumont, but on the whole the population remained quite stable with increases offsetting the 
decreases. However, from 1882 on, Herbeumont’s population was to steadily decline to its present level of about 
550 inhabitants (1990). Note that there was a surge in the population, which reached 1480 inhabitants between 1900 
- 1910, but it was artificially created by the influx of workers occupied by the Bertrix4luno railway construction, and 
after the completion of the railway, the workers left for other sites. 
 

Were the 19th c. serious economic crises that deeply affected the slate industry, and that at times crippled the 
region, responsible for the decline of Herbeumont’s population? Was it the hard work involved In slate extraction 
or in farming that prompted people to find better employment elsewhere? 

 
Economic crises, exodus of the young people in quest of better employment, slump in the slate industry, and low 

birth rates, all were factors in the eventual decline of Herbeumont’s population. But of great interest to us, it’s the 
steady migration to the United States that endured for 40 years that seems to have played a major role in the 
depletion of Herbeumont’s population. By 1940 more than 400 Herbeumontois lived in the U.S., mostly In 
California and Oregon. 
 

The man from Herbeumont responsible for the migration of his countrymen to the United States was Jean Nicolas 
PERLOT. Jean Nicolas was born in Herbeumont on December 6, 1823, in a family who owned and worked a slate 
quarry that was sold later on. It appears that from the proceeds of the sale of the quarry Joseph PERLOT, the father, 
was able to send his children to private schools. But such schools bored Jean Nicolas, who didn’t quite fit the mold 
of the average student. Sometime after the death of his father, Jean Nicolas joined one of his uncles in Paris where 
he found work and studied at night at various art and trade schools of his choice. It was in Paris that he learned about 
the Bold Rush in California, he then became a member of the newly formed ‘La Fortune’ company made of 44 
Frenchmen bound for California to mine gold. ‘Le Courrier de Cberbourg’ left Le Havre in October 1850, with Jean 
Nicolas PERLOT on board. To LATIIV, a Belgian from the Wavre region (but not a member of the ‘La Fortune’ 
company), PERLOT remarked that they were the only ones without someone to wave goodbye to, and both wept. 
And thus started Jean Nicolas PERLOT’s odyssey. 
 

Jean Nicolas PERLOT was an intelligent, curious and perceptive observer, he kept notes, these and his keen 
memory were 40 years later, to help him write Vie et Aventures d’un Enfant de l’Ardenne, a most Interesting book 
of remembrance, not without humor, about his life and gold seeking activities in California and work in Oregon. 
This book was brilliantly translated by the late Helen HARDING. 

EINOR, and brilliantly edited by Howard R. LAMAR under the English title Gold Seeker. 
An obvious Gold Rush era expert, Mr. LAMAR enhanced the information given by Jean Nicolas PERLOT by 
adding between chapters, commentaries and documentation that cross-referenced and sometime corrected 
PERLOT’s recollection of events. Some of PERLOT’s phonetic spellings were also pointed out, i.e., PERLOT 
spelled Tchaoutchili instead of Chowchilla for the river of that name. A photograph of PERLOT and other 
illustrations were also included. Gold Seeker is a gold mine of information for California and Oregon history 
students, it’s available from Yale University Press ($25.00?) or on interlibrary loan. I truly enjoyed reading ~ my 
only regret is that when Judy HOLMAN, library director at Tell City, Indiana, called this book to my attention, I 
was so slow at getting hold of it. Much in this article comes from Gold Seeker. 
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People from the Ardenne region have the reputation for being stubborn, sturdy, rugged, with a lot of common sense, 
and Jean Nicolas PERLOT was no exception. These attributes were to serve him well In the new and harsh 
environment he was about to face. 
 
After an eventful trip (to say the least) that lasted 6 months!” the ‘Le Courrier de Cherbourg’ arrived on April 7, 
1851 at Monterey, California. Bad news awaited the men, their ‘ La Fortune’ company was bankrupt, and as a result 
had been dissolved. With a remnant of the men, PERLOT organized mother less formal company, the ‘Company of 
Ten’, and full of hope but with little supplies and even less money, + one donkey and 2 guns, these 10 men 
embarked on a 17-day trek of over 200 miles that would bring them to the Mariposa Estate of John FREMONT 
where gold was being mined. 
 
If it hadn’t been for PERLOT’s leadership abilities the expedition would have been seriously stranded. 
Another French group that left Monterey at the same time as PERLOT’s group, took 29 days to arrive at Mariposa, 
and they were so exhausted by their ordeal that they were unable to work for a few days.  The ‘Company of Ten’ 
had a map that covered only half of the region between Monterey and Mariposa, the rest was uncharted. PERLOT 
used his compass to find a way to their destination. The rain, high mountains, difficult terrains, the cold, the heat, the 
lack of water and food which ran out at mid-way, and added to this, the fear of wild animals (bears, rattlesnakes, 
coyottes) and Indians, took their tolls on the morale of the would—be gold seekers. PERLOT hiding his own fears 
and doubts about the outcome of their expedition, did his best to reassure everyone, (during much of his life, 
PERLOT’ did a lot of reassuring, encouraging, and counseling). It’s Interesting to know that the food supplies of 
these men consisted of beef, potatoes, crackers, chocolate, coffee, brandy, flour, beans, salt and pepper, when the 
food ran out PERLOT and a companion went hunting for grouse, squirrels and rabbits, another man fished, so at 
least they didn’t starve.  It should be said that the few Mexicans that they encountered during their journey helped 
them survive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The above map gives an idea of the men’s itinerary that took them through Salinas, San Juan, Pacheco, San Luis, 
Hornitos. On their way to the ‘Round Tent’ (a location), PERLOTs group experienced a mirage, seeing what they 
thought was the San Joaquin River without ever being able to reach it. Close to El Arroyo, many freshly dug-up 
graves dampened the thoughts of the men — these were the graves of the miners who had not survived the winter. 
Upon their arrival at Mariposa, ‘a city of 50—60 tents’ the men found that they didn’t have enough money to buy 
the tools necessary to mine gold. Disheartened, the ‘Company of Ten’ was then dissolved, mainly because four of 
the men abandoned their companions and hired out to work for French gold miners. It was through PERLOT’s 
contact with a miner named DELAMARE that the six remaining men were able to find work with DICK, 
MCDONALD, and THOMSON, three American miners. PERLOT and his companions were well treated, well fed, 
well paid ($ 6.00 each per day). Eventually the six men would leave to prospect for their mm accounts, but were not 
very successful, and when their former employers made them another work offer, they didn’t refuse. Except for 
PERLOT who stated that he didn’t want to have a master when he could be free. BERANGER, one of his French 
companions, changed his mind and remained with PERLOT. 
 
PERLOT and BERANGER were then on their own. Closely observing three successful Mexican miners, PERLOT 
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imitated their prospecting ways and discovered a gold vein that produced $10-15 worth of gold per day! 
 
Weeks went by, winter was approaching, and many miners left, PERLOT and his companion remained, they bought 
provisions for 3 months and made a tent. In September 1851, they settled camp around Agua Fria, where they 
encountered a Belgian: THOMAS from Voneche/Jemeppe who had embarked on the ‘Cachalot’ in September 1050. 
THOMAS had first gone to the Northern Mines, where PERLOT had gone to the Southern Mines. 
 
During a visit to Mariposa, PERLOT met other Belgian miners, THILL, BIJRGRAVE, KESCH, from Bellain 
(actually Besslingen, Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg) and Houffalize, COLSON from Verviers, MACORSE from 
Huy. Because of PERLOT’s unkempt and wild looks, these men at first refused to believe that he was a Belgian like 
them... fortunately, after speaking Walloon and treating them at the local saloon, PERLOT passed the test... Six 
years later in Sonora, PERLOT’s wild looks would again attract attention, but that was nothing that couldn’t be 
fixed in the big city that Sonora had become, and 24 hours and $50.60 later, PERLOT would be transformed into a 
real dandy. 
 
Throughout the years spent in the United States, Jean Nicolas PERLOT entered in loose partnerships with various 
people, mostly Belgians and French. Other Belgians encountered in California were THOMAS from Verviers (not to 
be confused with THOMAS from Voneche/Jemeppe), MORET or MORHET from Chaudfontaine, BEGON from 
Liege, GILLET from Rossart, CHENOT from Conques, and Justin DEMANGE from???. 
 
In Mariposa, PERLOT and THOMAS started to work together and settled on the Chowchilla River with other 
miners. It was there that they would be attacked by Indians. Two miners were wounded, one died from his wounds. 
 
By March 1852, the miners who had wintered elsewhere were returning with empty pockets, such wasn’t the case 
with PERLOT and THOMAS, PERLOT had at least 58 ounces of gold. 
Unfortunately, an outbreak of malaria ravaged the camps along the rivers, and didn’t spare our friends, depleting 
their finances since they had to pay $22.00 per ounce of quinine, and that they were unable to work on a regular 
basis. PERLOT noted that by November 1052, only 10 ounces remained of the 50 ounces he had six months before. 
Left with little money and little strength, PERLOT with KESCH and THOMAS of Verviers, started prospecting 
again. Bold wasn’t all they found, one time they were shocked to find the remains of a miner partially eaten by wild 
animals. Another time to escape the pouring rain they had to sleep in a tent covering the grave of a Mrs. Pedro de 
ALGUIJO. Perhaps to be able to cope with such gruesome discoveries, PERLOT made light of them, but his 
remarks were not appreciated by his companions. 
 
Near Bear Valley, PERLOT and THILL built a log cabin, stocking it with enough provisions for two months. 
PERU)T like usual, kept an account of expenses and revenues, and noted that their gold claim brought $ 4-7 per day. 
Too much or too little water can prevent gold mining, but it’s only when the water became too cold in January 1853, 
that the men stopped working all together. As their food supplies were very low, and the unexpected bad weather 
continued with snow covering the ground, PERLOT and THILL faced starvation, on top of this, thieves ransacked 
their cabin and took their donkey. Eventually, THILL and PERLOT would obtain food at Oak Flat from MACK, a 
merchant involved in a relief effort. 
 
As times eased and went by, PERLOT found his friends in Mariposa, they too had faced ordeals, they too had found 
and spent their gold, and had been sick and hungry. PERLOT and THOMAS began working a claim at Lewis Gulch. 
It’s in that area that a dog ‘Miraud’ adopted PERLOT. 
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PERLOT had learned a little bit of English during his long voyage on the ‘Le Courrier de Cherbourg.’ 
By now, he was quite proficient and had added Spanish words to his vocabulary. He had a Spanish dictionary and 
also kept a list of Indian words and their meanings In French. He understood that the Indian word ‘Walai’ or as he 
spelled it (French pronunciation) ‘Oualai’ meant ‘friend’ and used it everytime he encountered Indians, (this habit 
was to earn him the nickname of ‘Mr. Walai’). One of PERLOT’s most fascinating account disclosed his 
relationship with the Indians. He befriended FLESNO, and JUAN and SCIPIANO sons of JOSE, chief of a 
Yosemite tribe, in order to learn where the Indians’ placers were located. PERLOT was able to work the Indian 
placers and visit the Indian camps. Eventually, as his knowledge of the Indians ways, customs and religion 
increased, so would his respect, and PERLOT came to recognize that Indian wisdom was second to none, and that 
theirs was as much a civilization as that of the white man, ‘they have dignity even in fighting’ he was to say. There 
is no doubts that in his dealings with the Indians, PERLOT tried to do what was right and honorable, e.g., because of 
problems, the Yosemite Indians had been forbidden to gather their winter food supply of seeds and nuts like they did 
every fall season, in the areas where white men were mining, PERLOT intervened on their behalf and the edict was 
rescended. Another time, he and other white men pursued the Tuolemne Indians who had stolen the Yosemite 
Indians’ catch of salmons. 
 
PERLOT hunted too in his spare time, but he was only a small game hunter, however, that didn’t prevent him for 
giving a full account of bear hunts and captures, it’s not too far fetched to think that he came in contact with such 
colorful figures as John ‘Grizzly’ ADAMS, who under the alias of ‘James Capen ADAMS’ roamed the Merced and 
Yosemite regions at about the ssame time as PERLOT. As he prospected and hunted, sometime alone with his dog 
or in company of friends, PERLOT was able to explore much of the Tuolomne and Yosemite valleys. During one of 
his expeditions, he got lost in the Sierras and to survive was forced to kill and eat a bald eagle (among other things), 
when he finally found his way back to camp, he learned that his friends, alarmed at such long absence, had 
suspected some American miners of murdering him. 
Because of PERLOT’s solid reputation as a prospector and explorer, George W. COULTER (founder of 
Coulterville) asked him to open a trail for tourists between Coulterville and the Yosemite Valley. PERLOT accepted 
and fulfilled this responsibility.  Many details are given in his book about the opening of the Coulterville-Yosemite 
Valley trail. According to Ms. Dorothy CONVERSE, Red Cloud Library, Coulterville, PERLOT’s trail still exists 
today, though It was damaged by an earthquake a few years ago. 
 

PERLOT had many friends and was well respected, but the lack of news from home was a cause of sadness for 
him, he longed for a reply to his numerous letters, one (the only letter from home that he would receive in 
California) finally arrived in 1856, and informed him that much had changed, but that everything and everyone 
remained fine. 
 

Financially, PERLOT wasn’t bad off, he mined at Oak Flat, Bull Creek, Marble Springs, and was able to employ 
others to work for him. But things were changing, civilization was coming fast to California, and PERLOT 
understood only too well, that the days of the independent miner were numbered. 
 

There was gold in Oregon, and on May 16, 1857, PERLOT and friends left for that territory. (to be continued.) 
 
Sources: 

 
Converse, Dorothy, Red Cloud Library, Coulterville, Ca., Letter dated Aug. 22, 1990. 

 
Hardy Joseph, La Population d’Herbeumont de 1830 a 1980. 

 
Perlot Jean Nicolas, Gold Seeker translated by Helen Harding Bretnor, edited by Howard R. Lamar, Yale 
University Press, New Haven and London, 1985. 
The Villager, ‘Heroes and Villains’, Worcester Co. Newspapers, Sturbridge, Winter 1989. 
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BELG1AN LACES Wisconsin 
 C 
 O 
P.B.A.C. Biennial Trip R 
 N 
 “Beyond my wildest dreams”, “had such a great time”, “the best trip ever” E 
---a few of the comments from first-time and long-time visitors to Belgium who R 
are members of the Peninsula Belgian-American Club of Namur, Wisconsin, after 
their return from a two-week trip in July. These long-standing exchange visits between the group from Wisconsin 
and the Wallonie-Wisconsin Society of Belgium seem to get better and better. The opportunity of seeing the villages 
of their ancestors, the warm welcomes offered by the Belgian people, and the camaraderie that still exists between 
Belgium and the United States continues to draw people to both sides of the ocean. Whether for sightseeing or 
searching for ancestors, we hope this exchange will always help us keep our heritage alive!  
 
Belgian Farm Days 
 
The 1905-era Belgian farm which has been reconstructed at Heritage Hill State Park in Green Bay was dedicated at 
festivities held Saturday and Sunday, August 25 and 26. Recognition was given to the donors of buildings, materials, 
and money who made completion of the farm possible. There were demonstrations of threshing, baling, and feed 
grinding, using old-time machinery; bobbin lacemaking; Belgian cooking; and a display of books, photographs, lace, 
flags, pewter, and cer8mics for visitors to examine. Attendees came from such diverse places as Wisconsin, Illinois, 
Spain, and Zaire (former Belgian Congo)! P.B.A.C. members Harry Chaudoir, Mary Ann Defnet, Rev. Samuel 
Jadin, and Shirley Nooyen participated in this event. 
 

Belgian Emigrants - 6th of a series 
 
These lists of emigrants were made up, primarily, from Population Registers in Belgium. Many, but not all, of the 
people came to Wisconsin. Sometimes additional information is available which is not published here. Contact the 
column writer, or make use of the LDS Family History Center microfilm. 
 

Taviers 
Ferdinand Joseph BERGER, born 1851 Bolinne-Harlue; his wife Adolphine Josephine PREVOT, born Noville-
sur-Mehaigne; and daughter Marie Florentine BERGER; left 1880; 
Adrien Joseph BERGER, born 1855 Bolinne; his wife Rosalie LOMBEAU, born 1856 TAviers; left 1880 
Louis CHARLIER, born 1825 Jauchelette; his wife Marie Louise BERGER, born 1837 Taviers; their children 
Louis Joseph, Jean Baptiste, Victor, Charles Alfred, and Pierre Joseph CHARLIER; left 1869; 
Jean Baptiste CORROY, born 1849 Taviers; his wife Marie Victorine MATAGNE, born 1855 Bierwart; and son 
Donat 0. CORROY, born 1879; left 1880; 
Marie Catherine CORROY, born 1861; and daughter Celine Marie CORROY, born 1880, Taviers; left 1882; 
Henri Joseph DENIL, born 1834, Mehaigne, widower; & children Gustave Joseph, Marie Esperance, Antoine, 
Louis, and Marie DENIL; left 1880 
Augusta Joseph DUMONT, born 1813 Noville-sur-Mehaigne; his wife MarieTherese HOUYOUT, born 1802 
Taviers; and daughter Marie Barbe DUMONT, born 1835 Taviers; left 1856; 
Eugene Clement EVRARD, born 1842; left 1880; 
Jean Baptiste EVRARD, born 1840; wife Fulvie LELOUX, born 1840; and two children: Louis Joseph and Marie 
EVRARD; left 1880; 
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Francois Joseph GELINNE, born 1810, widower; left 1880; 
Xavier GELINNE, born 1820; third wife Marie Madelene DESTENAY, widow of Joseph Clement DEMOULIN: 
Alphonse GELINNE, child of second wife Julie BASTIN; Marie Louise DUMOULIN, child of Marie Madelene; 

and Louis Francois GELINNE, child of Xavier and Marie Madelene; left 1870; 
Prosper GERVAIS, born 1836 Perwez; his wife Amelie TORDEUR, born 1838 Hanret; and children Elisa and 

Justine GERVAIS; left 1869; 
Louis Joseph GELINNE; born 1855; his wife Rosalie PIEDFORT, born 1854; and children Louis and Marie Julie 

GELINNE; left 1885; 
Jean Baptiste GILISSE, born Taviers; his second wife Rosalie THIRION, born 1805 Court St. Etienne; there 

children Seraphine and Jean Baptiste GILISSE; and two sons from first marriage to Marie Anne 
TORDEUR: Maximilien and Leopold F. GILISSE; left 1855;  

Ferdinand GILSOUL, born 1855 Hanret; his wife Virginie CORROY, born 1857 Taviers; and children Irma, 
Louis, and Mathilde GILSOIJL;  
Thomas Francois HANNARD, born 1796 Floriffoux-Soye, widower; and children Jean Joseph, Marie Philippine, 
and Auguste HANNARD; left 1856; 
Arnould HOBIN, born 1842 Neerheylissem; wife Julienne GELINNE, born 1849 Taviers; and children Josephine 

and Clemence Marie; left 1880; 
Joseph HOUSSOY, born 1811 Jauche; wife Marie Therese TORDEUR, born 1824 Taviers; and children Marie 

Louise, Adelaide, Rosalie, Dieu— donnee, Maximilian, and Heloise Anne Marie; left 1856; 
Louis JADOT, born 1828 Taviers; wife Josephine TOMBAL, born 1828 Ramillies; and daughters Emerance and 

Eleonore JADOT; left 1869; 
Hubert Joseph JOACHIM, born 1832 Boneffe; wife Marie Joseph GELINNE, born 1826 Taviers; and children 

Josephine, Ambroise Gerard, and Jean Baptiste, left 1880; 
Barthelemy LAROSE, born 1820 Taviers; his wife Marie Jos. WILLIQUET, born Ramillies; and children Marie 

Theresa Denise, Ferdinand, and Fulvie Josephe Desiree LAROSE; left 1856; 
Jacques LAROSE, born 1829 Taviers; left 1856; 
Jacques LEGRAND, born 1857 Auvelai.s; and wife Marie—Louise DUCHENE, born 1859 Glimes; left 1886; 
Florent LIEGEOIS, born 1829 Dongelberg; left 1858; 
Antoine POIRET, born 1848 Namur; left 1869; 
Adrien Joseph STIMART, born 1857 Taviers; ‘left 1880; returned 1884; 
Francois STIMART, born 1853 Taviers; wife Cecile BAVOT, born 1852 Bierwert; and children Florent, Louis, 

and Felicien STIMART; left 1880; 
Louis Joseph. TIREUR, born 1852 Taviers; and wife Marie Julie BERGILEZ, born 1846 Taviers; left 1880; 
Caroline TORDEUR; born 1808 Taviers; left 1869; 
Etienne TORDEUR, born 1822 Taviers; wife Rosalie BOURGUIGNON, born 1820 Taviers; left 1855; 
Henri TORDEUR, born 1820 Taviers; his wife Seraphine BOURGUIGNON, born 1834 Taviers; and son Joseph 

TORDEUR; left 1855 
Joseph TORDEUR, born 1849 Taviers; left 1870 
Marie TORDEUR, born 1791 Ramillies; left 1856; 
Olivier TUREUR, born 1829 Folx-les-Caves; wife Marie Louise STIMART, born 1838 Taviers; and children 

Olivier, Jr., Louise Josephine, Ernest, Marie Eugenie, and Elisa TUREUR; left 1880; 
Jean Joseph VERHAGHEN, born 1817 Hottomont-Grand Rosiere; his wife Julienne MEURA, born 1814 Taviers; 

and children Jean Baptiste, Justine, Marie Josephe, and Louis Joseph VERHAGHEN; left 1855. 
 

Mrs. Mary Ann DEFNET 
253 Little Road 
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54301 
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KEYS TO BELGIUM 
excerpts from “ A MASTERPIECE CALLED BELGIUM 

by Arthur Frommer. 
 
 

THE “SEVEN WONDERS” OF BELGIUM   THE ROLE OF FOOD
 

When tourist officials sought in 1978 to use art as 
a theme for attracting visitors to Belgium, they 
dramatized the subject by asking a panel of experts 
to select the seven outstanding, native, artistic 
works of the country. The exercise was, of course, 
a bit absurd, in a country possessing hundreds of 
acknowledged masterworks. And it was made 
further suspicious by the fact that the winning 
Seven consisted of a carefully balanced three from 
Flanders, three from Wallonia, and one from 
Brussels. Nevertheless, as a means of reminding us 
about the artistic treasures of Belgium, it was a 
pleasant competition, and it is fun to keep the 
Seven Wonders in mind as you travel from place 
to place. They are (in no particular order):  
1/ Bruegel’s “Landscape with the Fall of Icarus” in 
Brussels;  
2/ Rubens’ “Descent fron the Cross” in 
Antwerp;  
3/ VanEyck’s “Adoration of The Mystic Lamb” in 
Ghent;  
4/ Nicholas of Verdun’s “The Shrine of Our Lady” 
in Tournai;  
5/ Renier of Huy’s “Baptismal Fonts” in Liege; 
6/ Hugo of Oignies’ “Goldschmith’s Treasure~~ in 
Namur; and  
7/ Hans Memling’s “Shrine of St Ursula” in 
Bruges. Watch for the “Magnificent Seven”. 
 

 
Food as the Solace of Joy, a sensual delight, never to be 
taken for granted, but to be sung and extolled - that, too, 
is a strong theme of life in Belgium. No matter what 
their station, high or low, Belgians take enthusiastic, 
demonstrative relish in food. They talk about it, boast 
about it, devote long hours and a considerable portion of 
their budgets to consuming it, take extraordinary pains 
in preparing it, make celebrities out of chefs who excel 
at it. 
 
And when Belgians speak about their restaurants, they 
cease being courteous Belgians. They drop all pretence 
to modesty. They state loudly and firmly that the level of 
cuisine in Belgium is the highest in the world - higher, in 
particular, than the norms maintained by their 
competitive neighbors from across the border, the 
French. Belgium’s leading food critic, Henri Lemaire, 
made it official in a recent edition of his prestigious 
guide. I can now state “without hesitation”, he wrote, 
“without foolish nationalism”, that “we in Belgium eat 
better than the French. Those renowned French chefs 
like Pierre Troisgros? We have four of his equal. Alain 
Chapel? Good... but I know at least three Belgian chefs 
as skillled as he.. .Paul Bocuse? We can export at least a 
dozen like him!... Per square kilometer, Belgium has the 
most top class restaurants... We do things better.” 
Is the food of Belgium in 

fact the best in the world? While all of us can 
remember memorable meals in numerous 
countries, it is hard to recall having eaten as 
consistently well elsewhere as in Belgium, in both 
cheap restaurants and costly ones, at both sidewalk 
carts and silver tureens. While I for one am not yet 
ready to choose between Belgium and France, I am 
stumped to recall any recent extensive trip in which 
meal after meal, day after day, has been as 
scintillating - yes, that’s the word for them - as on 
similarly extensive trips through Be 1 g i um. 

Part of the credit for consistent good 
eating goes to the three, cheap staples of popular 
Belgian dining: 
mussels, french fries and beer. Steamed mussels 
are a classic of Belgium, flavored with seaweeds 
and leeks, juicy and tender, eaten almost weekly by 
a vast number of the Belgian population. The 
french fries of Belgium? They are doubly ethereal! 
And served not simply in restaurants, but from 

sidewalk stands, to be eaten like popcorns as one strolls 
along, from a paper cone covered with a dollop of 
mayonnaise. 

Why can’t the rest of the world make french 
fries as they do in Belgium? The technology seems 
simple enough. The potatoes are undoubtedly the same. 
Some Belgians suggest the secret lies in preparing the 
potatoes twice: once at low heat to thoroughly cook the 
insides, after which the potatoes are drained and dried, 
then re-immersed into oil at high temperature to 
complete their golden brown “outsides”. 

And then there is the Belgian beer, or rather 
“beers”, three hundred varieties of them, some aged and 
dated, some with yeast settled to their bottoms, some 
“lambic” in category and sweet, others “trappist” 
(abbey-brewed) and grainy, all available in a 
remarkable range of brands in the cheery beer cafes of 
Belgium (in which only beer, and never hard drinks, 
may be served). The “Bordeaux and Burgundies of 
Belgium are beer”. Belgians drink beer in greater 
volume than any people other than the Germans. 
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And Belgian chocolate! You buy it in 

sacks of 100 grams apiece, the best course being to 
request an assortment, from irresistible 
“chocolatiers” located, seemingly, on every street 
corner and lane. “Next to Belgian Chocolate,” said 
a Belgian chocolate maker, “American candy bars 
taste like sand”. (On all other topics, the same 
gentleman is modest and given to understatement). 
 
In the better restaurants, you may be surprised to 
find appetizers occasionally priced at the same 
levels as the main courses. Appetizers here are no 
“throwaway” to pass the time, but fanciful 
creations, as carefully presented as a Japanese 
flower arrangement, a proud and often unique dish 
of the establishment serving it. If the total cost of 
both appetizer and main course, or three courses, is 
beyond your budget, then share the appetizer 
course with your dining companion, Belgian 
portions are invariably mammoth 
- “French in style, German in quantity”, said a 
wit - and it is not unusual for Belgians to request 
either a half portion (at half price) or a single 
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portion shared by two. As for the prices on Belgian 
menus, they already include both service charge 
and tax, and there is no obligation to leave other 
than a modest tip. Because of that inclusion, 
which saves the 15% or 20% that one adds to the 
check in certain other countries, the cost of dining 
in Belgium is refreshingly reasonable by the 
standards of those other nations. 
 
 
SPECIAL OFFER. 
A second edition of  
Frommer ‘s “A MASTERPIECE CALLED 
BELGIUM” (376 pages with illustrations) is now 
available free of  charge by sending $ 3.00 to cover 

postage and handling to the BELGIAN TOURIST 
OFFICE, 745 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10151. 
 
Arthur Frommer writes :“ In the course of two decades 
spent traveling in Europe, it slowly dawned on me that 
the sights and pleasures of Belgium were second to 
none. Yet far too many tourists, unfamiliar with the 
great ages of Belgium’s glory, were streaming instead 
to less attractive destinations simply because they were 
more easily understood. I resolved then to do a book-
lenght guide to Belgium, combining the practical and 
the general, all in support of a message I often feel like 
shouting: In culture and cuisine, in art, in history and in 
people, Belgium is a Masterpiece”. 
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GLASSWORKERS FROM BELGIUM GOING TO KENT AND ZANESVILLE 
By Jean DUCAT 

 
On the 4th of July 1990, during our visit in Charleroi, PA, Jean DUCAT from BAHA Belgium received the 
following list from one of the Belgian descendants of that area. 
 
This list was established in putting together fragments of an official copy of the manifest of the SS VADERLAND, 
Cpt. NICKELS, arriving in New York on the 18th of December 1879.  The spelling of the names was corrected with 
the help of the 1880 census records from Kent and Zanesville, given by the BAHA Pittsburgh, PA. Through the 
population registers from these and through our bank.  Some women and children followed their husbands in April 
1880, with the SS Rhynland, departing from Antwerp on April 1st, 1880 and arriving in New York on April 9th, 
1880. 
 
 
    
ACHET  Emile   
ACHET  M.   
ACHET  M.   
AUCREMANE Francois  23 K 
   Zoe  5 1/2  
BASE  David  34 K 
   David  7  
   August  5  
   Gustav  1  
BERTRAND Joachim   K 
   Olivier   
   Miss??   
BIZET  Auguste   
BOUCHER Antoine   K 
BOUILLET Emi 1 e   Z 
   Eugene   
   Francois   
BRASSEUR Jules   Z 
BRISON Adolphe   K 
CHARLES Jules   K 
COENEN Auguste   K 
CORSE  Emmanuel 25 K 
DEHA I NAUT Auguste   Z 
   Desire   
DEPASSE Henri   K 
DESGUIN Pierre   
DEW AMME Victor   
GUIGNET Eugene   K 
   Max-Charles   
HOUZE  Dieudonne 26 K 
   Leon   
   Emilie  4  
   Dieudonne 3  
   Florence  1  
JACQMAIN Aime   Z 
   Jean   
JACQUET  Felix   Z 

KESTIMENT Rosanne  19  
   Georges  9 1/2  
LAMBILOTTE  Aime   K 
   Aldomer   
   Jean Bte   
LAMIER Joseph   K 
LECLAIR Fl orent   K 
LEFEVRE Francois   Z 
LECHIEN Desire   
   Nicolas   
LEGAY/LEGAT Augustin  K 
   Mrs?   
MATHOS Edward  33  
MI CHAUX Camille   Z 
MOLL  Herman  48  
MORELLE(?) Alphonse  Z 
REMY  Pierre   K 
   Edouard   
SCHMIDT Adolphe   
SEGUIN Pierre   K 
   Augusta   
SELLAN (?) Etienne   
   Joseph   
SERVAI S Francois   K 
   Joseph  30 K 
   Joseph  10  
   Julien  8  
   Edmond  6  
   Gustave  1  
STURBOI S Gustave   K 
   Joseph   
SUAIN  Leon   K 
TASSIER Guillaume   
TOURNAY Joseph   
WERY  Guillaume   
WILLIARD Leon   Z

 
    
    
    
    
 

 
FROM AND TO  FROM AND TO  FROM AND TO FROM AND 
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It rained compliments and signs of recognition this third quarter of 1990. We reprint some of them here so that we 
can all share in this pleasure. 
 
From Linda Lee NYS . I would like to thank you for sending us the passenger list from the ship DAVID 
HOADLEY. Passengers #195-204 are our ancestors. Peter and Joan are also listed in the 1860 census for Green Bay 
WI. The book: The Flemish in Wisconsin, by Jeanne and Les RENTMEESTER, lists them as coming from Meldert, 
Brabant. This information was sent to me by Daniel RENTMEESTER in answer to my query in Belgian Laces. 
Daniel’s letter overwhelmed me with his thorough research, generous offer of assistance, and encouraging words... I 
certainly appreciate your fine organization and hope that I can contribute to many others doing research.... 
 
From Jean MASCO . We do appreciate your time, effort and thought. Belgian Laces is a fascinating publication and 
I find it to be the most interesting. My father-in-law especially is pleased to learn so much about the culture of his 
Belgian ancestry... 
 
From David B. SMET . The year 1989 was my first as a subscriber and I have enjoyed Belgian Laces immensely. 
My ancestors came from Flanders and I know very little about the area... The topics interest me greatly. question 
answered in the next issue, Pierre). 
 
From Alvin J. KATHY . I just joined and my first issue of Belgian Laces mentioned Eugene DELWICHE who is 
my great grandfather!! It was with great interest that I read the article by Mary-Ann DEFNET, about “A Belgian 
Celebration”, and about the Belgian Emigrants (5th of a series), where was mentioned a Pierre Joseph MATHY who 
could be related to the Jean Joseph MATHY I am looking for. 
Eugene DELWICHE is my great grandfather, his daughter Mary married Louis MATHY . They are the parents of 
my father Eugene MATHY who married Rose Marie FORTEMPS. (Thank you Mary-Ann DEFNET) 
 
From Georges SAUVAGE, Belgium. I am very happy to write to you again. Last May, the group “Genealogie sans 
Frontieres” organized a first International Meeting at my school in Plombieres. The place was selected because it 
lies near where the borders of Belgium, Germany and The Netherlands meet. A little exhibition allowed the visitors 
to see, read and discover the publications of different groups of researchers about local History, Genealogy, Customs 
and Habits. .. Unfortunately, we were too late to give you notice of this happening. Jacques DETRO and I decided to 
reserve a place in the exhibition for The Belgian Researchers. Thus we displayed a few of your folders and all the 
Belgian Laces in our possession on a table. We observed several inquisitive persons who seemed to find an interest 
in our contacts. 
One of our members, Mr. Jean Marc de BRITO, was struck with astonishment at reading your volume 11, no 2/39. 
On page 24, he found part of his family tree. In pages 18 to 23, Micheline GAUDETTE was explaining the 
adventures of “the RIGA family of 
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Massachusetts”, and on page 24,  Mr. de BRITO discovered the lineage of Henri PIROTTE and Anne Marie 
BENOIT. This couple appeared also in his family tree. He had been discouraged earlier in his research, hitting a 
dead end. At once he realized that the Joseph Lambert PIROTTE he had been looking for, and who disappeared 
without traces from Belgium, was in America and related to the RIGA. When Mr de BRITO talked to me about this 
and asked for details, I realized that the same PIROTTE-BENOIT belonged to my family-tree as well. 
Mr. de Brito and myself, are looking forward to get in touch with these new American Cousins. Thank you Belgian 
Laces !! (Wonders never cease! Pierre). 
 
From Jeanne R. KOLLER . There is much work for me to do on my Mother’s family. Those “elusive~~ ancestors 
continue to keep me baffled! LOOZE, LORGE, WARRICHAIET, MATHY, DELVAUX, DELWICHE... are some 
of the main names. As I continue to dig, the same old question 
comes to my mind ---“Why, oh why, didn’t I ask more questions when my grandparents were living?” --— Every 
young person who shows interest in their roots, I encourage to pursue information about their parents and 
grandparents while they have the opportunity to do so. (How true! I too thought about that too late. Pierre) 
 
From Mary—Ann DEFNET . Greetings from Belgique! A note from the “Old Country”. Unfortunately, it’s not a 
research trip, but a historic visit for my husband and me. We met with Father Ducat on Sunday. It’s cold and rainy in 
Belgium.. .not unusual, I suppose. ( Her card was dated 30 October 1990, the weather was not any better here... cold 
and rainy also. Thank you Mary-Ann, for thinking about us.) 
 
Seamond Ponsart ROBERTS . A telephone call a few days ago, from Micheline Gaudette, to let us know that 
Seamond has been called to duty by the U.S. Coast Guard. Her address: Seamond Ponsart ROBERTS Y.N.2., U.S. 
Coast Guard Barracks 515, P.O.Box 136, Governors Island, New York N.Y. 10004. 
We are with you all the way, Seamond, praying that Peace will prevail and that you will be able to get back home 
soon and safely. C Micheline asked that we would remember her in our prayers and also send her a word of 
encouragement and a little.., what ever you would like to receive if you were in her shoes). 
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